
<Prof. Min Seok Jang’s Lab> 

■ Contacts
PI           :  E3-2 #2221          TEL : 042-350-7439
Lab          :  E3-2 #2222, #2232   TEL : 042-350-7539
Homepage   :  janglab.org
Email        :  jang.minseok@kaist.ac.kr

■ Current member status (2022 Spring): # of Post-docs: 2, PhD: 9, Masters: 2, Undergrads: 5

■ Research Areas

We understand the properties of light in ultra-small, subwavelength scales 
& develop technologies which manipulates them to suit our needs.

  

■ Recommended courses and Potential career paths

There’s a lot of demand for nanophotonics in both academia and industry, and diverse career paths are possible, whether 
it be researching in academia or working on display/image sensor/LiDAR/photonic computing technologies at an industry.

■ About our lab and prospective team members
We are currently accepting undergrads who want a research experience in a lab. What we offer:

(1) Research along the interface between science and engineering: Understand the fundamentals behind physical 
phenomena, and apply it for engineering purposes.
(2) You can choose between theory/simulations or experiment, or both, depending on your aptitude or preferences.
(3) Collaboration with other labs abroad: Caltech, EPFL, Yale, U. of Wisconsin-Madison, U. of Southern Denmark, and more

Our lab prides in our friendly and horizontal lab culture and student-driven researches. We respect every student’s own 
times and schedules, and provide an academic environment to study and research in at one’s own needs.

* About the PI: I myself was a KAIST undergraduate, class of 2006, who took classes in the same rooms of KAIST and 
did internships and undergrad research programs, developing my skills as a researcher. Also, having recently graduated 
from graduate school, I understand the difficulties and problems graduate students go through. I take as a top priority to 
lead a lab that’s the most beneficial for our members, and will try my hardest in helping students find the research topics 
of their interest and creating a non-authoritative lab atmosphere blooming with fruitful discussions. 

■ Publications
[1] “Real-space imaging of acoustic plasmons in large-area graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition”, Nature Communications (2021).
[2] “Complete complex amplitude modulation with electronically tunable graphene plasmonic metamolecules,”, ACS Nano (2020).
[3] “Ultimate light trapping in a free-form plasmonic waveguide”, Physical Review Applied (2019).
[4] “Self-stabilizing laser sails based on optical metasurfaces”, ACS Photonics (2019).
[5] “Mixed Valence Perovskite Cs2Au2I6: A Potential Material for Thin‐Film Pb‐Free Photovoltaic Cells with Ultrahigh Efficiency”, Adv. Mater. (2018).

Experimental research: The following courses 
‘Introductions to physical electronics’, ‘Semiconductor 
devices’, ‘Semiconductor IC technology’, etc. are 
recommended to prepare oneself for fabrication of 
photonic devices.

Theoretical research: To analyze and design photonic 
device functionalities, courses such as ‘Electromagnetics’ 
‘Quantum mechanics’, and ‘Fundamentals of photonics’ 
are recommended.
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Active Metasurfaces

Molecular Sensing

Active Nanophotonic Devices

Complex Amplitude Modulation

Graphene-based metasurfaces provide 

a wide-range tunability of the amplitude 

and the phase (0-360º) of the mid-IR 

light.

Compact Molecular Sensors

Highly confined field of the graphene 

plasmons enhances the light-matter 

interaction, allowing an ultra-sensitive 

detection of a wide range of molecules.

Wavefront Shaping

Utilizing graphene-based metaatoms, 

ultra-thin and dynamically adjustable 

devices can be designed: a lens, a beam 

steerer, a holographic plate, etc.θr=45.5° θr=72.0°
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1 Machine Learning Approaches

Adjoint Method

Inverse-Design of Nanophotonic Devices

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is applied to the 

optimization problems in photonics that 

require searching for a solution in a vast 

multidimensional problem space. 

Adjoint Optimization Method

Based on the Lorentz reciprocity, the 

adjoint method computes the gradient 

of a numerical optimization problem 

with cheap computational cost.

Inverse Design with ANN

Artificial neural network (ANN) can be 

trained to learn a non-trivial correlation 

between the variables, serving as a 

solver for the inverse design problems. 
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Plasmon-Polaritons

Phonon-Polaritons

Near-Field Probing of Low-Dimensional Polaritons

Graphene Image (Acoustic) Plasmons

Graphene/dielectric/metal structure 

supports mid-infrared image plasmons 

that can be compressed into a < 1 nm-

thick dielectric spacer, with field 

compression factor exceeding 105

compared to the free-space. 

Image Phonon-Polaritons in hBN

Anisotropic van der Waals crystals such 

as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) 

support hyperbolic image phonon-

polaritons when placed above metal. 

They propagate further in optical cycles, 

yet more compressed than the phonon-

polaritons in crystals on dielectric.
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